
Out-rightly reject the vicious, baseless and
sham allegations made by

the renegade Savyasachi Panda
in cahoots with the ruling classes

on the CPI (Maoist)
and the revolutionary movement!

Expose among the people the real essence of
the right opportunist modern revisionist line

brought forth by Panda!
Panda who worked as our party’s Odisha State Organizing Committee

(SOC) Secretary intensified his anti-party conspiratorial liquidating
activities in a pre-planned manner without contacting the party since the
completion of the State Special Plenum in January 2012. Though one of
the CCMs (Central Committee member) looking after the responsibilities
of the Odisha state made several attempts to contact Panda, he deliberately
refused to meet them. He gave interviews to the magazines and the media
in the name of the SOC Secretary, not only in violation of party discipline
but also in contradiction with the party policy. He openly criticized the
party activities in AOB (Andhra-Odisha Border area) and COB
(Chhattisgarh-Odisha Border area). Responding on the arrest of MLA
Jagabandhu Maji, the killing of mass murderer and religious bigot
Laxmanananda and on the killing of a SI in Malkangiri, he resorted to foul
propaganda that it had become a fashion in the party to kill and that the
gun is dominating politics inside the party. During the incident of arresting
Italy tourists under his leadership he resorted to rank opportunist methods
without qualms. He unilaterally declared ceasefire for the entire state of
Odisha. He stated that the arrest of Laxmipur MLA by the AOB comrades
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was against the CC’s decision and that he should be released. The enemy
used these disruptionist and opportunist activities of Panda and propagated
that there are internal conflicts, groups and indiscipline inside the party.

Disregarding the opinions of Comrade Nikhil, Secretary of the Joint
Division of Basadhara-Ghumsar, Panda gave anti-party statements in his
name. He carried on a vicious campaign to bring a divide between
comrades who hailed from various states and from various social
communities and were working in Odisha. He created confusion by giving
orders in the name of the party to the mass organization leaders in the
villages that they should not give food or cooperate with the Koya and
Telugu people as they are dominating the local Kuvvi people inside the
Odisha party. So there were a series of stories in the media that Panda
would leave the party and launch a new group but he sat mum without
condemning them. All these acts of Panda created political and
organizational problems inside the party and caused severe damage to
the Odisha movement. He whipped up fear and agitation by deliberately
propagating among the cadres that AOB SZC (Special Zonal Committee)
members comrades Appa Rao and Suresh were roaming in platoon
formation to kill him. Showing this as an excuse he conspiratorially tried
to garner support in the party to his wicked design to leave the party.
Moreover he tried to garner the sympathy of the intellectuals apart from
putting a stamp of terrorist on the party.

Ultimately the liquidating activities and indiscipline of Panda reached
such a stage that even while comrade Nikhil was continuing as the
Secretary of the Basadhara-Ghumsar Joint Division, even without
consultations in that committee he appointed another committee under
Pradeep’s leadership. He continued foul propaganda on the party by
giving different kinds of statements in Pradeep’s name. He made him do
foul propaganda that – only those from outside are in leadership, the CC
did not take locals into leadership positions, the movement suffered losses
due to outsiders, Nikhil left the party and the party formulated a plan to
attack Christians. In this course, Panda’s wife Milli Panda stated in an
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interview that he was ready to abandon armed struggle and lead mass
movement and it became clear to all where Panda was heading.

On 1-06-2014 he wrote two letters full of immoral accusations, foul
propaganda and blind hatred on party line and functioning. One of them
was written as an abridged version of his opinions to comrades in jails
and outside. He wrote another 40-page letter to comrades General
Secretary (GS), Vijay dada and Sumit dada, both of whom are in prison.
He made several insincere accusations in these letters. He added cock
and bull stories and displayed all his imagination. Finally he even sent his
letters to the media announcing that he left the party.

The matters he stated as the main essence in these letters should be
known to all those who aspire for a revolution as these arguments are
deceptive absurd arguments in the veil of revolution. The important things
mentioned by him were – people are not ready for armed struggle; people
have illusions on reforms and the parliamentary democracy; as the state is
very centralized and strong keeping the tasks of building armed struggle,
guerilla zones and liberated areas is sectarianism coupled with subjectivism;
internal democracy inside the party is being crushed in the name of
democratic centralism; not stopping at that this ‘analyst of history’ has
written in his letters that socialist structures in Russia and China were
damaged due to the suppression of political opponents and stifling of
democracy inside the party and the society in the name of democratic
centralism and dictatorship of the proletariat and that this is Stalinist method.
Displaying his debased nature he shamelessly lied that barbaric violence
of killing even party activists in the name of revolutionary violence is
continuing in the party. Most surprisingly he compared the relation between
the head and the hat with that between the revolution and the party. The
meaning of this ‘great Marxist pundit’ in using this simile is - as a head
needs a hat, the revolution also needs a party; however, he doesn’t wish
the party to be a consolidated form, he wishes it to be only a loose,
anarchic liberal group that always shouts about freedom and infallibility
confined only to propaganda. Finally, he ‘discovered the truth’ that the
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protracted people’s war path that was the revolutionary path of China is
not applicable to India. In the name of stagnation among the people and
the centralized state machinery, he tried to postpone revolution to eternity
under the veil of revolutionary preparations as an alternative solution.

The most surprising thing is that Panda with such extraordinary views
could continue in important responsibilities in the Maoist party for one
month less 13 years. Such traitors do not express their views on any
forum and maintain utmost secrecy when favorable conditions continue
to exist in the revolution, utilize the prestige of the party to themselves and
fulfill their own interests using their position inside the party. Though Panda’s
role in the valiant Nayagarh multi-raid conducted by the PLGA fighters
staking their lives, under the leadership of the party and with the support
of the people, is minimal, when the media hyped it and propagated him as
‘Odisha Che Guevara’ the trivial-minded Panda enjoyed it well. The
confidence and esteem bestowed by the Odisha masses on the entire
party with the inspiration of this raid was enjoyed by the revisionist Panda,
the ‘snake in green grass’ too. However, when we look at history, when
the proletarian parties were engaged in bitter struggle with the enemy and
were facing difficult situations, all such opportunists were unable to advance
the movement and became apologists for the interests of the exploiting
classes in the most decadent manner, attacked the interests of the
oppressed masses in various forms and turned into traitors of revolution.
Right from Kautsky of the Second International to Kanu Sanyal, Tarimela
Nagireddy, Devulapalli Venkateswara Rao, Chandra Pullareddy,
Satyanarayana Singh, Pyla Vasudeva Rao - all such opportunist leaders
belong to this category. As an inheritor of such opportunists, Panda resorted
to a heinous attack on our party, revolutionary movement and the people
with a blunted knife. In fact, at present even in Odisha the central and
state governments deployed thousands of armed forces and are intensifying
the Green Hunt multi-pronged political and military offensive at an
unprecedented scale on the party, PLGA and the revolutionary masses in
the most inhuman and cruel manner. While the PLGA, militia, Revolutionary
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People’s Committees (RPCs), mass organizations and people led by the
party are readying themselves for a brave and merciless confrontation
with the enemy to advance the movement by solving the concrete problems
arising out of this offensive and while the party is carrying on the
revolutionary work concretely and unambiguously for this sake, Panda is
seeking haven with exploiting classes by abandoning the battle field like
Uttara Kumara in Mahabharata who turned back his chariot after seeing
the enemy forces. Ultimately, with the conspiracy of unarming the party
and the PLGA, he took away fifty weapons and nearly one crore rupees
of party funds in a pre-planned and criminal manner and satisfied the
comprador bureaucratic bourgeoisie (CBB) and the landlord ruling classes
of our country. To ‘purify’ himself further in the service of the exploiting
classes, he first sent his wife into the election arena and sent signals about
his political surrender to the ruling classes.

The reasonless arguments he wrote by dissenting with our party line in
his letters and the reformist, right opportunist, confusing program that he
brought to the fore in the name of the alternative strategy and tactics to be
followed by the revolution are similar to those brought forth by several
rightist parties and their leaders in the past. Our party has been defeating
all those arguments and holding aloft Marxism in place of revisionism.
Even in practice, these parties and their leaders have either become inactive
or remained servile to the exploiting class in the parliamentary path. Our
party is advancing the people’s war (PW) by overcoming several
difficulties, losses and setbacks. Though Panda tried to deliberately hide
this fact, the ruling classes of comprador bureaucratic bourgeoisie (CBB)
and landlords in our country and their imperialist masters have recognized
this. As the PW led by our party turned into the primary issue that
challenges their power, the government launched an all-out war on our
party and the PW.

However, some mistakes are occurring due to the influence of non-
proletarian trends in our party. We are correcting these mistakes and
weaknesses as part of class struggle through criticism - self-criticism,
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rectification movements and by fighting against wrong trends. Through
these processes, we are consolidating our party as the vanguard of the
proletariat possessing proletarian discipline and Bolshevik style of work.
Panda having selfish petty-bourgeois characteristics could not sustain
himself in this development process. In the Odisha State Special Plenum
held in January 2012, he had to face severe criticism from the cadre.
Panda could not digest these criticisms even a bit. In addition the enemy
had intensified the counter-revolutionary offensive. It was under these
circumstances that this opportunist was forced to reveal himself by tearing
the revolutionary mask he wore till then. As a result, Panda’s letters that
attacked our party’s line, tactics and functioning in a conspiratorial, anarchic
manner were published in the media. It was in these circumstances that
our CC sent a statement to the media on July 16, 2012 declaring Panda
as a renegade and expelling him from the party.

Majority of the criticisms made by Panda on our party, leadership and
the movement are cheap in nature. These criticisms display his petty-
bourgeois narrow-mindedness and his fighting cock nature. They expose
him as a shameless liar and trivial-minded person. So we feel there is no
need to answer all of them here. However, we want to answer some of
his utter lies and the right opportunist views raised by him in political and
organizational matters.
1. On the criticism that ‘Protracted People’s War as in China is

not useful to India, the people of all areas in our country at
present are not ready for waging war
Panda’s assessments regarding people’s revolutionary preparedness,

the present revolutionary conditions, the basic revolutionary line and
problems of the movement are as follows:

"People at the time of their crisis need one easy solution through the
reform of govt or through our militant economism, and for that they may
help and join us partially. But they are not prepared for PPW. We need
much time to prepare them, and for this our war must not be intensified in
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one or two pockets of such a big country. Why because, in intense war
and repression it will difficult for us to organize the people and people will
not prepare them self over night as we subjectively wish."

"The objective condition of our country, the position of centralized
govt machinery via huge military strength, communication, infrastructure
and govt reforms is different than that of the then China. After 1857 the
Britishers had planned to break Indian rural structure and founded the
Panchayat system into micro level, which is now developed to macro
level and working as a main vehicle in the hand of their successor to
implement reforms. People have some illusion towards it like it has happen
in Narayanpatna."

"As our form struggles and organizations are not suit to the objective
condition properly, the people are not participating in it."

"One or two RPC in one area cannot change the situation. We have
done it in Nayaranpatna where people preformed to go in Panchayat
election than in our way. RPC or Base area or anything for revolution in
our country needs one wave like situation, at least in one area."

"When everybody is carrying mobiles in their hand, we cannot influence
people by blasting towers everyday. After expanation of electronic media
influence we simply cannot reject it by propagating our age old theory of
Imperialist culture."

"We may take propaganda to prepare them, but the hasty decision to
intensify war everywhere irrespective of people’s condition and
consciousness is a fault in our party policy. The decision to build base
area in DK or BJ in such a big country, without rear for revolutionary
forces, in a country where we are too weak and where our preparation
for war is in poor condition (we have no bullets, no explosives, no
weapons, no intelligence, no doctors, no drivers, and no strength etc.) is
left adventurist in nature."

We are uninterruptedly implementing routine sectarian policies by
vacating old movement areas one after another and frequently expanding
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to new areas. Mainly we are bringing forth sectarian theories due to the
subjectivism of the leadership in the armed struggle areas.

 Though we suffered damages at the hands of the enemy in AP "we are
repeating the historical mistakes and are not trying to learn from history
for our superiority."

"PPW is not useful for our country just like it was for China. People
are not ready for a war or to engage them self in war now at all places."

"So, we must take all preparation secretly more or less in the method
of insurrection, without exposing all those apparatus to enemy. It is not
correct in which method we have been doing till now. Same is needed for
legal mass organizations. The question of writing MLM in its ideology
and giving vote boycott call through it is linked with this wrong idea of
exposing everything to enemy and go for direct confrontation…..All these
are happening due to our subjective assessment of situation."

This in essence is the bankrupt understanding of Panda.
Whoever reads this would think even for a second that Panda has

confidence on the present situation of the movement, people, their struggle,
PW and New Democratic Revolution (NDR). Revolution would never,
anywhere or at any time traverse through a smooth path without causing
any difficulty or disturbance to a sedentary lifestyle. However Panda wishes
it to be so. When faced with difficult situations he is remembering outdated
theories. We can assertively say that this is nothing but escapism or
‘constant pulling back’ theory.

The party scientifically analyzed the concrete social, political, economic
and geographical conditions in our country using dialectical historical
materialist method, identified the classes, class relations and class
contradictions and is putting efforts for solving the principal contradiction
that would in turn pave the way for solving other contradictions by keeping
in view the difference between major, basic, principal and other
contradictions. Our party correctly analyzed the concrete specific
characteristics of India – the strength and weaknesses of our side and the
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enemy side and defined protracted people’s war (PPW) as the
revolutionary strategy of the India revolution. It is in this path that the
Indian revolutionary movement has been developing for four decades
since Naxalbari, passing through several ups and downs and spilling blood
in innumerable sacrifices. Our party has a correct understanding, in the
light of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism (MLM), regarding the nature of the
imperialist era, the historical role of the proletariat, peasantry and other
oppressed classes, the Indian NDR as an integral part of the great World
Socialist Revolution (WSR) and the historical role of the proletariat and
oppressed masses in all countries worldwide. One who doesn’t have
such a correct understanding could never be a revolutionary but only a
downright revisionist. Our party is discussing about the failures, successes,
advances, retreats and the problems faced by the movement in practice
according to the principle of democratic centralism in the constitution,
taking lessons, further enriching the politico-military line, policies and tactics
and advancing.

Keeping in view such circumstances our party mentioned this specially
under as a separate point in its document ‘Strategy and Tactics of the
Indian Revolution (S&T).’

"Some people argue that in India it is impossible to establish liberated
areas, to build the red army and to carry out protracted people’s war
because there is relatively more industrial development, capitalist relations
in agriculture and better transport and communication facilities, and because
the Indian government has a strong centralised administrative system with
a very big modern army when compared to pre-revolutionary China.
These arguments are wrong. However strong the enemy’s military power
may be and however weak the people’s military power, by basing ourselves
on the vast backward countryside-the weakest position of the enemy-
and relying on the vast masses of the peasantry, eager for agrarian revolution,
and creatively following the flexible strategy and tactics of guerrilla struggle
and the protracted people’s war, - as a full meal is eaten up mouthful by
mouthful, exactly in the same way, - by applying the best part of our army
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(a force few times stronger than that of the enemy) against different single
parts of the enemy forces and following the policy and tactics of sudden
attack and annihilation, it is absolutely possible to defeat the enemy forces
and achieve victory for the people in single battles. It is thus possible to
increase the people’s armed forces, attain supremacy over the enemy’s
forces and defeat the enemy decisively.

"While taking into account factors favourable to the enemy, we must,
in the course of carrying out the protracted people’s war, take many
more precautions and we should establish liberated areas by developing
guerrilla zones keeping in mind that it is not possible to build liberated
areas in quick succession. We will have to mobilise people into class
struggle more skillfully and cautiously based on class line and mass line.
We must remember that the only positive factor that the enemy has (even
that is temporary) is the superior strength of the state machinery, particularly
the mercenary armed forces. On the other hand, all other factors are on
the side of the revolutionary Party and the people’s guerilla army-the
principal among these being the just cause of our war, our historic
responsibility of solving the land question and the nationality question that
are the aspiration of the overwhelming proportion of the country’s
population, the ever-increasing crisis and contradictions within the ruling
classes, and the fact that we are waging not the old type of conventional
war but a people’s war by mobilizing the people on a massive scale both
militarily and politically. Thus the factors favourable to the enemy cannot
change the protracted nature of the Indian revolutionary war which ensues
from the principal characteristics of our country, as well as from the lessons
drawn from the Chinese and Russian revolutions, and mainly from the
Chinese Revolution.

"Not only India, but every country has, in addition to the general
characteristics, its own specific characteristics and its own peculiarities.
We must also remember that the revolution will suffer losses if we fail to
take into account the specific characteristics and peculiarities while
formulating the guiding principles of our revolutionary path. However, we
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have to keep in mind that these specific characteristics and peculiarities
cannot alter the general characteristics of revolutionary war or the
revolutionary path determined by those characteristics." (Pages 23rd, 24th
From the document – ‘Strategy and Tactics of the Indian Revolution’ in
Word Format).

There is a dialectical relation between particularity and universality. If
we do not concretely analyze the concrete conditions in India, NDR would
not be possible in India. If one just adheres to the general principles, the
concrete problems of any country’s revolution would not be solved. On
the other hand, it would not help the development of the revolution to set
aside the general principles that developed through experiences of world
revolution, in the name of specific characteristics of a particular country.
Panda who is limited to shouting about revolution, doesn’t have any
sincerity in working towards fulfillment of the central task of developing
guerilla warfare into mobile warfare, PLGA into PLA and transforming
the guerilla zones of Dandakaranya (DK) and Bihar-Jharkhand (BJ) into
base areas as formulated concretely by the Unity Congress-9th Congress
for the liberation of our country. As he is gradually sliding into
parliamentarism and is wishing to cohabitate peacefully with the enemy,
he began the argument that in India, particularly in Odisha too capitalism
has developed and that the struggle and organizational forms should be
changed, meaning that we should begin preparations for general
insurrection in the utmost secret manner. That is why, accusing that the
party is imposing the organizational forms (tactics) mechanically in other
areas, that people have become stagnant during repression, that there is
no revolutionary upsurge and in the name of specific conditions and
centralized state machinery he is trying to remove revolution out of agenda
in India, particularly in Odisha.

It is an utter lie to say that the party is asking to intensify war in every
place without considering the level of the movement there. In fact,
movement is being developed with different struggle and organizational
forms in different areas according to the concrete condition of the
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movement with the aim of successfully implementing the revolutionary
strategy and central task of the revolution. The party had never ignored
the principle of unequal development in the society. For example, for
areas where preparations are on for red resistance areas/guerilla zone
perspective areas, guerilla zones and liberated areas we are implementing
different struggle and organizational forms. War is intensified depending
on the changes in the social, economic and political conditions,
preparedness of the people and strengths and weaknesses of the subjective
forces and all the areas had never been mechanically put in a single category.
Moreover, even in a single area, according to the changing conditions,
i.e., depending on the ebb and flow, we are making changes in the tactics.
It is not surprising that war itself looks like a monster to Panda who
wishes for class compromise and does not understand the principle that
war is a continuation of class politics.

People’s participation in panchayat elections in Narayanapatna was a
result of right opportunist bankrupt politics of Linga and Dandapani
Mohanty. In the name of coming out of government repression, they had
diverted the people using the degenerating theory of ‘selection, not
election.’ The Narayanapatna people would never forget the bourgeois
opportunist conspiratorial compromise parleys conducted by Linga and
by Dandapani Mohanty with the encouragement of Panda during this
occasion. In order to gain legitimacy for his degenerative theory, Panda is
highlighting such counter-revolutionary theory as a result of his turning
into a renegade by abandoning progressive views.

Only ostriches like Panda would refuse to see the fact that since the
Spring Thunder of Naxalbari to this day the PW advanced in India facing
several hurdles, retreats and failures without any upsurge like conditions.
Even if we look at the part ten years when Panda became a revolutionary
leader, we clearly see deluges of people’s resistance like Singur,
Nandigram, Lalgarh, Narayanapatna, Separate Telangana, anti open cast
struggles, Kakarapalli, Sompeta, anti-POSCO struggle in Jagatsingpur,
Niyamgiri, Kudamkulam, Jaitapur, Haripur etc. The exploited and
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oppressed classes rebelling against the exploiting classes and establishing
revolutionary people’s power (RPC) is not such a complex concept as
imagined by Panda. The only thing required is correct revolutionary practice
with MLM outlook.

No country’s revolution would traverse in a straight line. The revolutions
would traverse through several twists and turns, ups and downs, advances
and retreats, failures, successes, failures and ultimately towards victory.
The experiences of Russia and China revolutions too teach us the same.
We all know that in China all the base areas built at first were lost and
later liberated areas were formed after the great retreat of Long March
and finally revolution was victorious. In the present international and
domestic situation, the revolution in our country would be even more
difficult. Panda could not digest this. That is why, he is bringing to the fore
outdated revisionist mean politics and attacking our party line. This
opportunist offensive shows his march backward. Class struggle is very
cruel merciless. Even while he was wiling away time after his flight began,
the enemy killed six of Panda’s associates in cruel attacks. The enemy
would not allow anybody who launches a immoral offensive full of obscene
blames and utter lies to be a centrist. Once Panda had abandoned the
side of the people and the revolution, the only thing left for him is to side
with the exploiters. This may not take much time to be concluded.
2. On Internal Democracy

Panda wrote in his letter that - internal democracy is low in the Maoist
party; they are eliminating political opponents and getting rid of them both
inside the party and outside, in Russia and China, both in the proletarian
parties and the proletarian governments, they brutally crushed and got rid
of their opponents in the name of democratic centralism and proletarian
dictatorship and so they could not sustain as socialist societies. He
shamelessly wrote that the (Maoist) is also traversing the same path and
awfully lied that as a reflection of Stalinist trends CCMs have openly
stated that when party members do mistakes we have the right to even
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kill them as part of taking disciplinary action.
Expressing his opinion on internal democracy he wrote that – the

opposition in the party should have the freedom and opportunity to discuss
openly on political questions; it is not real democracy to come to decisions
depending on the opinion of one or two persons attending conferences
and Congress as delegates from leadership, ordinary party members
should also have the right to share with everybody in the party on issues
that come up as part of their work, this is very much necessary in backward
countries; in the new democratic/socialist governments that would be
formed after revolutions there should be scope for multi-party system,
democracy would be implemented in the government and the society
through such system, multi-party system would help in defending socialism
by the people and would stop bureaucracy in the communist party; cultural
revolution and routine rectification campaigns are not the solution for
bureaucracy and restoration of capitalism.

We must realize the dangers in these arguments of Panda because he
is not directly attacking MLM, but attacking under the veil of Marxist
terminology Marxist-Leninist-Maoist party’s democratic centralism, new
democracy and proletarian dictatorship that are fundamental principles of
the party. The opportunism that attacks Marxism from inside is more
harmful than that which attacks from outside because in the name of
political discussion he is pitting ultra democracy and anarchy against
democratic centralism. He is pitting multi-party system against new
democracy and proletarian dictatorship. Keeping in view such
opportunists, comrade Lenin said :

"….leaders accept the class struggle and the leading role of the
proletariat only in word and are afraid to think it out to its logical conclusion.
They are afraid of- that inevitable conclusion which particularly terrifies
the bourgeoisie, and which is absolutely unacceptable to them." - V. I.
Lenin : A Great Beginning Heroism Of The Workers In The Rear
"Communist subbotniks" Written: 28 June, 1919 Source: Lenin’s
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Collected Works, Volume 29.
This formulation of comrade Lenin about the successors of the Second

International exactly suits Panda. That is why with the intention of damaging
the principles of democratic centralism and proletarian dictatorship, Panda
concluded that socialist governments collapsed as bureaucracy increased
in communist party, new democratic and socialist regimes due to
implementation of these principles. What actually is the reason for the
collapse of socialist regimes in Russia and China? Let us see what the
great Marxist teachers had to say on this.

The great Marxist teachers stated that even in societies where socialist
revolutions were successful, it would be necessary to overcome resistance
of several opportunities belonging to small scale production (frequently
inactive, thereby stubborn and difficult to overcome) along with several
contradictions and to overcome the enormous strength of habit that is
intertwined with these remnants and conservatism and that there would
be lot of opportunities for restoration of capitalism if these conditions are
not overcome. Moreover, keeping in view the above danger, the great
Marxist teachers had laid stress on several occasions that the two line
struggle inside the party should be carried on more keenly and that the
revolutionary proletariat should adhere strongly to the two weapons of
democratic centralism and proletarian dictatorship for this sake. However
with selfish motives Panda conspired to take away these two strong
weapons from the hands of the proletariat for serving the bourgeoisie.

The revolutionary governments in Russia and China strongly
implemented the rule of proletarian dictatorship under the leadership of
comrades Lenin, Stalin and Mao. They strove hard to prevent the dangers
of capitalist restoration. In this course, comrade Stalin had to inevitably
deal harshly only with the renegades who played a counter-revolutionary
role against the interests of the people by compromising in all manners
with the exploiting classes. Comrade Mao on the one hand theoretically
analyzed the mistakes committed during that period and opposed them
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and on the other he hailed comrade Stalin as the leader of the world
revolutionary movement and as a man who sustained the socialist system
amidst three-pronged attacks of the enemies from all sides during the
Second World War. Comrade Mao took lessons from the experiences of
Russia and discovered the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (GPCR)
as the biggest class struggle to fight with feudal and bourgeois values, to
bombard the bourgeois centres inside the party and for revolutionary
transformation of the party and the entire society and gave a call to the
party ranks and the people of the country to participate in it. Responding
to this call, crores of people rallied with the main revolutionary slogan of
‘Fight Self, Criticize Revisionism’ and jumped into revolutionary practice.
Keeping in view the results achieved in the GPCR, comrade Mao stressed
that if restoration of capitalism is to be prevented, several Cultural
Revolutions should be waged till communism is established and till a new
human being emerges. After comrade Stalin and comrade Mao the
capitalist-roader cliques of Kruschev and Deng gained upper hand in the
party and the government. As a result, in Russia and China the communist
parties turned revisionist and the governments of proletarian dictatorship
turned into bourgeois dictatorships and retreated from socialism. These
countries turned into the new type of capitalist states. But Panda hid these
facts deliberately. He is saying that democratic centralism and proletarian
dictatorship are the reason for the failure of socialism. To be more concrete,
he is creating ruckus that democracy was stifled in their name and that
bureaucracy and dictatorship were implemented. He aimed this attack at
the great communist parties of Russia and China, at revolutionary
movements, at socialism and ultimately at MLM. He is against the interests
of the proletariat, socialism and communism. In the name of democracy
he is wishing for status quo, bourgeois society and bourgeois dictatorship.
That is why, he is shouting about the need of ‘democracy’ and ‘freedom’
to bring in revisionism in a revolutionary communist party to damage the
revolution and to bring in capitalist restoration in a socialist society. On
this occasion, we must remember what comrade Lenin said about
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proletarian dictatorship.
"The dictatorship of proletariat is a most determined and most ruthless

war waged by the new class against a more powerful enemy, the
bourgeoisie, whose resistance is increased tenfold by its overthrow." (Vol.
XXV pg 173)

 "..the dictatorship of the proletariat is a stubborn struggle – bloody
and bloodless, violent and peaceful, military and economic, educational
and administrative – against the forces and traditions of the old society."
(Vol. XXV pg 190)

At present though Russia and China are no longer socialist states, we
must learn from their experiences, realize further the need for proletarian
dictatorship and GPCRs and advance further. Instead if as Panda had
proposed one brings to the fore multi-party system and multi-party
democracy in the place of proletarian dictatorship and cultural revolutions
saying that they have become outdated, it would only be modern
revisionism that preserves the exploitative society under the veil of
revolutionary terminology. That is why it is not surprising that the great
Marxist teacher comrade Stalin looks like a dictator to this opportunist
exactly as the exploiting classes perceive him. Panda went to the extent of
characterizing the modern revisionist government formed in China after
comrade Mao and the traitor of revolution and modern revisionist
Prachanda’s government in Nepal as socialist governments and wrote
that vindictive actions took place there too under the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

Now let us see what we had written in the Party Constitution about
the democratic centralism principles that were formulated as the guidelines
to implement internal democracy in our party. Though there would some
difficulty in reading the long quotes we are mentioning here, we hope that
they would help in understanding the nature of sham democracy stated by
Panda by understanding the internal life of our party.
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"CHAPTER-5 : ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF THE PARTY
Article - 25 :

a) The organizational principle of the party is democratic centralism.
Party structure and internal life is based on this principle. Democratic
centralism means centralism based on inner party democracy and
inner party democracy under centralized leadership. While
discussing open heartedly and being united in party work, such a
political atmosphere has to be created where both centralism and
democracy, discipline and freedom, unity of will and personal ease
of mind and liveliness -all these will be present. Only in such an
atmosphere the principle of democratic centralism can be
implemented successfully.

b) Most important principle of democratic centralism for organizational
structure, the leading committees at all levels shall be compulsorily
elected on the basis of democratic discussion. Conferences, plenums
and elected committee at all levels shall have approval from higher-
level committees. Essentially the whole party shall follow the principle
that the individual is subordinate to the organization, the minority is
subordinate to the majority, the lower level is subordinate to the
higher level, and the entire party is subordinate to the Central
Committee.

c) Leading committees of the party shall present the organizational
report in Congress/Conference or Plenum. These committees will
listen to the opinions of people both inside and outside the party
and will be answerable to them. Party members shall have the right
to criticize and send their opinions/resolutions to the higher
committee; even if any party member has a different point of view
then he/she can send his views to the higher committee and even up
to the central committee.

d) Every member of the leading committee must bear the responsibility
to give party leadership to a specified area and a front. They will
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take direct experience from it and knowledge acquired from this
experience can help in guiding other committees, except special
responsibility given by higher committees. Any member/members
of all the leading committees including central committee can be
given any special responsibility by the central committee.

e) The leading committees must regularly send reports to their lower
committees and must intimate their decisions promptly. All lower
bodies shall likewise be responsible to make regular reports to
higher committees about their respective activities.

f) Except those, who are given some special tasks, every party
member shall be a member of any one of the party units.

g) Before decisions are taken every party member may freely and
fully discuss in the concerned party units. He/She may express his/
her opinions on party policies and various problems and some times
may abstain form expressing final opinion explaining the reason for
it. But, after taking a decision, everybody must strictly abide by
them. However, if a member still holds different opinion, he/she has
the right to reserve it. It is not permissible to raise discussion on
those issues immediately after they were discussed and decisions
taken in Congress /conference.
Any member may raise discussion on new issues in the concerned
committees. If he/she feels that the issues are concerned with the
whole party then he/she may send his/her opinion up to the Central
Committee through his/her committees or/and in special
circumstances, directly. If one third of the Central Committee
members opine so and also want to call plenum for its solution then
it will be circulated at least up to the State Committees. In case the
majority of the State Committees agree with this demand then the
Central Committee will call the plenum. In such special
circumstances, the Central Committee will ensure that the democratic
method of resolving issues is followed.
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CHAPTER-6 : PARTY DISCIPLINE
Article - 26 : Party Discipline is must to defend unity of the party, to

increase the fighting capacity and to implement the policy of democratic
centralism. Without iron discipline, no revolutionary party will be able to
give capable leadership to the masses in the war and fulfill the responsibility
of revolution. Party discipline is same for all the party members including
the leadership.
CHAPTER-10 : INTERNAL DEBATES IN THE PARTY

Article - 49 : It is very essential to go through deep discussions to
unify the whole party ideologically, politically and organizationally and to
improve our methods. This is also democratic right of party members. At
different levels of party, we should strive to resolve the questions related
with the tactics by openhearted and unbridled debates in respective
committees. When needed, help and advice of higher committees shall be
taken. In the name of democratic rights of party members, endless debates
on a particular issue will only harm the party functioning. So, any type of
controversial debate or discussion can be permissible only after the consent
of the 2/3 members of the concerned committees.

 Article - 50 : In case any member or committee has different views
about the basic line of the party and it demands its circulation in the party,
central committee has the right to take final decisions whether to accept
or reject this demand.

 Article - 51: If any central committee member has different views in
regard with all India or International questions and he/she demands to
take this idea in the whole party, in that case, the above-said views will be
sent to state/regional committees or to any level if accepted by 1/3rd
members of the central committee. But a committee member cannot send
his/her different views to the lower level committees without the permission
from the central committee.

 Article - 52 : If any lower level committee or committee member has
different views on the political and organizational line of the central
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committee, then they can send their views to the central committee
according to the party committee functioning. If needed central committee
can send these views along with its opinion in the whole party.

Article - 53 : All debates in the party under the control of central
committee or under its direction shall be sent to special area, state/regional
and zonal committees or to all the levels of party."

The above articles are not just confined to the document. These
principles were developed in the course of bolshevizing the party by
implementing the democratic centralism principle taught by comrades Lenin
and Mao. These are functioning as the main, operational principles in our
party’s internal life at present. Panda is not unaware of all these matters.
But he wishes for opportunism in the garb of democracy. This would not
be bound by proletarian party discipline and organizational principles.
This entire discussion is not just anarchy that would cause serious damage
to the unity of thought and discipline in the party but is aimed at having a
space inside the party to continue bourgeois anarchic individual freedom
and anarchic methods that are inimical to the collective interests of the
proletariat and the oppressed masses. That is why Panda is proposing an
organizational structure for the party where all kinds of party members
and leaders work in whatever methods they like. It is not surprising that
rank opportunists such as Panda like such a petty bourgeois-bourgeois
liberal structure that doesn’t have discipline and the aim of making
revolution.

That is why Panda is deliberately slinging mud on the internal democracy
of the party. The reason for his refusal to look at the internal democracy
inside the party is piling up of bourgeois democratic wrong ideas inside
him. Thus he proved himself to be a bourgeois class agent or as a ‘the
unique revolutionary’ who could not get rid of his bourgeois ideas. As he
was a bourgeois class agent, he resorted to foul propaganda openly by
maliciously distorting all things getting implemented inside the party basing
on the principle of democratic centralism. Let us examine some more
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things he brought to the fore to say that there is no internal democracy
inside the party.

He wrote that the erstwhile PW removed the fifth fundamental
contradiction (between the CBB and the Indian people) without conducting
debate in the lower ranks for the sake of unity with MCCI in 2004 and
that this is an act which undermines the internal democracy inside the
party. What are the actual facts? At that time the merger process of
revolutionary parties that would serve as a milestone in the history of
Indian revolution came on the agenda. The CPI (ML) (PW) and the
MCCI conducted unity talks as part of building a countrywide strong,
centralized revolutionary party in India. This unity has a strategic significance
for the Indian revolution. As part of these talks, for achieving unity both
the parties discarded some of their old understandings. As part of this the
erstwhile PW CC even while setting to withdraw the fifth fundamental
contradiction, readied itself for unity only after ensuring the opportunity
for the lower cadres to discuss about the fifth fundamental contradiction
in the Congress. After unity this was brought to the notice of the party
members up to the lower levels. In the then historical conditions, the entire
erstwhile PW party considered the formation of a united party as a great
victory in the advance of the revolution and accepted the CC decision.
However, at that time though some comrades like Panda had difference
of opinion regarding the annulment of the fifth fundamental contradiction,
due to lack of stronger arguments based on deeper study and keeping in
view the significance of the unity of revolutionary parties none raised this
issue in the either before the Congress or in the Congress. But for Panda
who has wrong trends like bourgeois individualism, anarchism and
sectarianism inside him, this decision undermined the internal democracy
of the party after he decided to leave the party.

Further, he wrote that - he was not taken to the Unity Congress-9th

Congress; the decisions of only a few turned into the decisions of the
party; the opinions of the cadres were not taken and all these amount to
violation of internal democracy. Only somebody with chronic bourgeois
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class outlook could write so many lies. In fact, the CC had sent the draft
basic documents to the party members up to the lower ranks in the entire
party before the Unity Congress-9th Congress. As part of gathering the
opinions of the party members, conferences were held from the lower
levels. Finally after deep discussions were conducted in the Congress as
a higher level summing up of their opinions, the basic documents were
given final shape. The utmost democratic process of the Congress looked
very undemocratic to Panda. There is no strong reason for this. He is
slinging mud on the party now with just the vengeance that he was not
taken as a delegate to the Congress. This displays his narrow-minded
selfish nature. In fact, the CC formulated a scientific democratic method
for selecting the delegates for the Congress. It followed the method of
deciding the number of delegates mainly in ratio with the number of party
members. According to this, there was opportunity for only one delegate
to attend the Congress on the basis of the party members in Odisha. So
only the SOC Secretary was elected as the Congress delegate. But Panda
filled with selfishness, careerism, arrogance and narrow-mindedness found
the election of SOC Secretary instead of him as undemocratic. Though
Panda did not attend the Congress, the amendments and opinions of
Panda and the Odisha party cadre were brought by the SOC Secretary
to the Congress. These opinions became a part of Congress discussions.
Panda wants the opportunity to openly propagate and implement his
opinions by not adhering to democratic centralism and that is why he is
hurling false accusations that the party did not take his opinions into
consideration.

The other thing he has been propagating is that political opponents are
either removed or eliminated and that a CCM had said that death sentences
are given as part of discipline inside the party. Even common persons
who know about the party’s history wouldn’t believe this. The party has
a scientific outlook that - there would be differences of opinions inside the
party, some of them would be correct and some would be wrong, there
would be a struggle between the correct and the wrong and the party
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would develop only through this struggle and is implementing the same.
Moreover, our party is exactly implementing the Maoist understanding
that comrades should be allowed to continue in the party as long as they
abide by the majority even while having different political opinions and
they should be expelled only when they turn renegades. Even Panda would
not be able to show even a single instance where comrades having different
political opinions were removed or eliminated in the party history. However,
party is taking action on coverts and agents sent into the party in a planned
manner by the police. Party feels these actions are necessary as part of
the advancement of the movement. In 2010 the police sent a covert named
Sushant into the party and tried to murder the leadership. Sushant turned
another member Ravi into a covert. This came to light in end 2011 and
when the party tried to catch both of them, only Ravi was caught. Sushant
escaped and stayed with the police. On this occasion Ravi was interrogated
and he was killed only after coming to the conclusion that he was a traitor.
Panda has no worry even when such traitors cause huge losses to the
party and he could not tolerate this action as he became servile to the
interests of the exploiting classes. With this resentment, he resorted to the
foul propaganda that a CCM had said that there would be killings as part
of disciplinary actions inside the party.

When he was still in the party Panda had never talked in any forum
about any of these countless criticisms and views that he is expressing
now on our party line, politics and revolutionary life. This is because none
of the party members in a genuine revolutionary party would accept his
views. In the Basadhara Division Plenum held in 2004 and the State Special
Plenum held in 2012, the cadre put criticisms only on some wrong trends
that came to the fore in Panda. He created ruckus that the party was
targeting him even for such minor criticisms. Had his real deceptive nature
been revealed by then he would have been sent away from the party as a
lone person. But he deceptively did not reveal his views and rallied using
wrong methods some innocent persons and a few with political weaknesses
and took them along with him when he left the party. Panda who created
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such ruckus about democracy went more berserk in the last days and
resorted to acts of vengeance as a rank bureaucrat towards those who
opposed him. He did let a couple to meet and turned one of them into his
favor and separated them; he did the same with another couple who were
about to marry; he took away the weapons of DK comrades who were
working in Odisha and were going to visit their families after a long time
and discouraged them from coming back; he put them in peril by not
taking any responsibility for their security; some comrades who were to
be transferred according to the party resolutions were not sent and he
kept them with him violating party methods – he resorted to these devious
methods of a rural bad gentry.

All this ruckus about democracy was created by Panda to serve the
bourgeois class. In his view democracy means not only his falling at the
feet of the exploiting classes but also to turn the entire party servile to
them. He did not have the proletarian consciousness to discuss
democratically by being in the party, lost courage and is hurling whichever
stone he comes across with the vengeance that he has become isolated.
3. On the criticism that – Maoists are resorting to mindless

violence, it has become a fashion to kill, Santi Committees/Senas
and Salwa Judum Abhiyans are taking birth due to the impetuous
actions of the Maoists
The state of the exploiting classes is resorting to suppression of the

struggling people with all the weapons it has got. And when this struggle is
about the liberation of the people, i.e., for the political power of the
oppressed masses, this state would resort to even more severe
suppression. Its police, commando, paramilitary and military would
conduct this offensive from the forefront while all other government organs
participate conspiratorially and most cruelly in this offensive in a planned
manner with coordination. That is why armed struggle and counter-violence
become very necessary for the people to fight back this violence. Any
person who knows the fundamental lessons of Marxism would know this
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fundamental, basic thing about revolutionary violence. But Panda, the
Marxist pundit does not know this.

Panda wishes for class collaboration by rejecting revolutionary violence
ideologically in the name of mindless violence. Revolutionary violence is a
distinguishing factor between genuine Maoists and fake Maoists. This is
an important and crucial factor in the fight against modern revisionism.
Petty bourgeois leadership with a metaphysical philosophical outlook like
Panda lose their firmness, vacillate in struggle and crave for compromise
with the enemy. Even the tactics followed by such persons would be neck
deep in reformism. Comrade Lenin wrote in ‘State and Revolution’ –
"The necessity of systematically imbuing the masses with this and precisely
this view of violent revolution lies at the root of the entire theory of Marx
and Engels." (page 25th). Anarchic, liberal sectarians like Panda who
wish for loose structures that are just confined to reformist propaganda
would not be able to face the fascist imperialist forces and the Indian state
machinery that is resorting to further aggressive offensives day by day.
Only parties that have been built in Bolshevik style and equipped with a
correct revolutionary ideology could withstand this offensive. Degenerative
elements like Panda would become absorbed in the bourgeois political
stream.

Panda left the right opportunist CPI (ML) Liberation party, accepted
the revolutionary line, joined our party and accepted the line of the Unity
Congress. So we cannot think that Panda does not know about the party
line. However he wished to separate himself from the party. So he is
spitting venom that the Maoists resort to mindless violence and kill innocents
and is anxious to show that he is opposing all these thus craving for the
mercy, clemency, leniency and kindness of the Indian state. Suddenly he
is discovering that class enemies like Laxmanananda, Jagbandhu and the
officials and government armed forces that are damaging every aspect of
the lives of the people by torturing and killing them are innocents. He is
displaying more loyalty than the king himself to fall at the feet of the ruling
classes and has surpassed the enemy foul propaganda with utter lies.
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Though Panda worked for 13 years in a revolutionary party he did not
imbibe its line and its strategy and tactics. He did not discard his old right
opportunist (CPI (ML) Liberation and revisionist CPM) views. That is
why the very words ‘annihilation of the class enemy’ and ‘armed struggle’
are making him crazy. The exploiting classes are resorting to violence
every second and implementing fascist rule to loot their labor and natural
riches by bleeding the blood of the oppressed masses but this doesn’t
seem like violence at all to Panda. He does not talk about it even once.
But he is shouting at the top of his voice about revolutionary violence that
is happening as a response to this. This exploiting state very much needs
allies like Panda who accuse that Maoist policies are the reason for the
creation of Salwa Judum and Santi Senas. It is but natural that both their
voices join in a chorus and sing in harmony.

The entire history of the class society has already proven that everyone
lives in a class society and that there is no way other than class war for the
oppressed people to get liberated from exploitation and oppression.

Let us see on this occasion what our ‘Strategy and Tactics of Indian
Revolution’ document says about the need of armed struggle, mass
organizations, mass movement, and the relation between mass struggle
and armed struggle.

"The people’s army is the instrument in the hands of the oppressed
people to capture political power without which it is impossible to smash
the state machinery of the exploiting classes. Therefore the effort of the
party of the working class to build and develop a people’s army will be of
vital significance in the revolutionary movement following the line of
Protracted People’s War.

"In a country like ours, the revolution will go on from the beginning
mainly through the form of armed struggle. Throughout the course of the
new democratic revolution armed struggle or war will be the principal
form of struggle and army will be the principal form of organization. Neither
the work of organisation of the people nor the work of building mass
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struggles can go on successfully without the support of the people’s armed
forces. The party can consolidate the achievements of mass struggles
only by expanding and developing the guerrilla war, and will thus be able
to lay the foundation for the alternative people’s political power.

Com. Mao also pointed out: "the people’s army is an armed body
for carrying out the political tasks." Besides fighting to destroy the
enemy while preserving its own strength it should shoulder such political
tasks of doing propaganda among the masses, mobilising the masses along
with organising and arming them and helping them to establish revolutionary
political power; setting up and developing the party organizations; and
participating in production. Com.Mao said without these objectives fighting
looses its meaning and the red army looses the significance of its existence."

"…it is absolutely necessary to draw a clear line of demarcation with
the revisionist-led mass movement and mass organisation. In the
background of the specific condition in India, the orientation of our mass
movement and mass organisation will be according to the strategy of
protracted people’s war."

"….it is the most important task of the Party within the mass
organizations to arouse the masses politically and to imbue the masses
with the revolutionary politics of seizure of power through armed means."

"While recognising the importance of mass organisations and mass
struggles, we have to also keep in mind that in the revolution as a whole,
it is war or armed struggle against state, that will be the main form of
struggle and the army the main form of organisation."

" As Com. Mao had pointed out :
"... War is the main form of struggle and army is the main form of

organisation. Other forms such as the mass organisation and mass
struggle are also extremely important and indeed indispensable and
in no circumstances to be overlooked, but their purpose is to serve
the war. Before the outbreak of war, all organisation and struggle
are in preparation for war....After the war breaks out, all the
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organisations and struggles are coordinated with the war directly or
indirectly."

"This is an extremely important formulation, which our Party had taken
as a guideline for the Indian revolution too. Whatever may be the
differences in the objective conditions between India and pre-revolutionary
China, the underlying principle concerning the relationship between mass
struggle and armed struggle remains the same : the mass organisations
and mass struggle should serve the war between people’s armed forces
and enemy’s forces once it has broken out, or, should be oriented towards
the preparation for war.

"This means from the very beginning, our orientation, perspective and
the method of building mass organisations and mass struggles should be
to serve the war directly or indirectly. The mass organisations which are
built without such a perspective would be unfit to advance the revolution.
Here the idea of transforming mass struggles and mass organisations
gradually into armed struggle is to be recognised as wrong thinking.

"If this direction is lost, our mass organisations and mass struggles will
get bogged down in legalism and economism, and we will be unable to
prepare the masses for the seizure of political power. Herein lies the source
for Right opportunism and Revisionism."

"Hence, the main point to keep in mind is that we cannot achieve
victory in the revolution without anyone of these; both armed struggle and
other forms of struggles are indispensable, but the principal and decisive
form is armed struggle."

Panda in his modern revisionist avatar does not care for any of these.
In Panda’s view there is no significance whatsoever to the need for use of
force to fight back the suppression campaigns unleashed by the state
when we try to overthrow the exploiting state and establish people’s rule.
That is why the elimination of Dhaku Majhi, the leader of Santi Sena as
part of Basadhara movement or the valiant role of PLGA in defeating the
Salwa Judum campaign in DK do not have any value in Panda’s view.
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We should make one thing clear to Panda on this occasion. We do not
have any difference of opinion that Gudari, Kalinga Nagar, Lalgarh and
Narayanapatna movements should be reviewed and correct lessons should
be drawn from them. But the clear difference and line of demarcation that
we have with Panda is regarding the orientation of PW. We already have
our reviews on our weaknesses in not being able to mobilize the masses
that have concretely rallied in various struggles into anti-state struggles. If
we limit the level of the party to the level of consciousness of the masses
instead of increasing further the level of the masses regarding organizational
and struggle forms, it would unmistakably be tailing behind the masses,
right opportunism and revisionism.

Panda is saying that we had imposed MLM ideology and NDR aim
and enjoined the election boycott call to the mass organizations (MOs)
resulting in them becoming victims of state repression and offensives and
getting damaged and that ultimately all movements suffered setback due
to our impetuous policies. As an alternative to this, the new policy proposed
by Panda is – There would be squad but it would be secret. It would not
go into the people. Single organizers would go into the people. They
would organize the people. We will not attack informers and the state.
Doing so would lead to repression.

Panda’s squad structure does not have any relation with the Maoist
understanding that people’s army is an armed body necessary for fulfilling
political tasks. His type of squads are bound to become oppressive anarchic
mobs for collecting money and threatening opponents in elections.
4. On the criticism that Maoist party does not have a correct

understanding about the Odisha state movement
In order to come to correct conclusions about the right and wrong of

this criticism, it is necessary to look at the efforts and concentration put
by the party and the role of Panda in this entire effort.

During the 1970s the Indian revolutionary movement suffered
countrywide losses in severe enemy repression and due to martyrdoms,
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arrests, right opportunists and conspiracies of the disruptionists the
countrywide party and the higher committee that leads it (CC) went out
of existence. Wherever they were, the rest of the genuine revolutionary
forces put efforts to develop movements again by learning from past
experiences. In this course the revolutionary movement developed,
consolidated in various areas, expanded and formed into three main
revolutionary streams [MCCI, CPI (ML) PU and CPI (ML) (PW)]. In
this course, these and some more genuine revolutionary forces achieved
ideological, political and organizational unity through deep discussions
with the aim of uniting as a countrywide strong party one more time and
finally CPI (Maoist) came into existence. The 9th Congress of the erstwhile
CPI (ML) (PW) in 2001 and the Unity Congress-9th Congress in 2007
were held successfully and they assessed the practice and experiences
and further enriched the ideology, political, military and organizational line
and the basic documents.

As part of this entire effort, the PW and the MCCI had been putting
efforts to develop the Odisha state movement basing on their own
increasing subjective forces and on the contacts of new revolutionary
forces. The Unity Congress of the CPI (Maoist) formulated the central
task of transforming DK and BJ movements into liberated areas, PLGA
into PLA and guerilla warfare into mobile warfare. In this backdrop, the
CC gave special importance to the development of the movement in
Odisha state keeping in view the fact that this movement has further
strategic significance as it was in the junction of the above two strategic
movement areas and according to the social, economic, political and
geographical conditions of the state.

As part of development of the Srikakulam movement, the movement
expanded to the undivided Koraput district. Due to the impact of the
Naxalbari revolutionary peasant armed struggle, the revolutionary forces
divided from CPI and CPI (M) and became a part of CPI (ML). In those
days some revolutionary forces worked in the rural areas and the towns.
However in severe repression as part of countrywide enemy offensive,
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the revolutionary forces were damaged to a large extent. The leadership
which represented the rest of the forces took up a right opportunist line,
split and became ineffective. Later the erstwhile CPI (ML) (PW) started
the movement in the undivided Koraput district since 1985. As part of the
revival of the Srikakulam movement, work was started in Ganjam and
Rayagada areas. With the impact of the advancing movement in Odisha,
Panda started working in the Basadhara rural area since 1995. But Panda
who came into contact with erstwhile CPI (ML) PU joined the erstwhile
CPI (ML) (PW) in 1998 as a single PR from that area. Keeping in view
the needs of the Basadhara movement and the development of the
movement in the borders of this state, the party had been sending there
leadership and cadres from other states. In this course, since there were
limited forces there in those conditions, the Basadhara area became part
of AOB movement in 2002 as per the CC decision as part of developing
the movement in Odisha state. The movement which was at an AC level
gradually developed into a division level movement.

The erstwhile MCCI first started work in Cuttack and Jagatsingpur
districts to expand the movement into Odisha. It sent some PRs who
developed in these districts to work in Navapada and Bolangir areas with
a strategic viewpoint. In the later period, work started in Sambalpur,
Deogarh, Sundargarh, Keonjhar and Mayurbhanj districts. In Sambalpur
and Deogarh areas, as part of class struggle few class enemies were
annihilated and some weapons were seized. Thus the movement here
extended to plain and forest areas. A State Organizing Committee
functioned and there were the Sambalpur-Deogarh-Sundargarh (SDS)
Zonal Committee, Cuttack-Jagatsingpur District Committee and some
Area Committees under it.

In 2004 after the formation of the CPI (Maoist), a SOC was formed
as part of specially developing a state level movement by uniting the party
forces and movements that existed separately under the leadership of the
erstwhile two parties in Odisha. Later the movement developed under
the Kalinga Nagar Divisional Committee, the Kandhamal-Ganjam
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Divisional Committee and the Niyamgiri Divisional Committee. According
to the needs and development of the movement, in addition to the BJO
(region level) movement under the Bengal State Committee and the AOB
(state level) movement that were on the borders of the Odisha state, the
party later developed another state movement in the COB area. All these
movements are having a lot of impact on the revolutionary movement in
the Odisha state.

In this course, Panda developed from the Division Committee level to
become the Secretary of the SOC. Due to the significance of the Odisha
movement, he was not only enormously respected but the erstwhile CPI
(ML) (PW) even sent him as a delegate to its 9th Congress held in 2001
to facilitate his understanding of the party line further. In committee meetings
and in practice, the leadership discussed with him patiently and tried to
correct the shortcomings occurring from his side in functioning and his
non-proletarian trends in a very balanced manner

Due to his narrow regional thinking, he never accepted the reality of
other comrades coming and working in Odisha. Instead of appreciating
their selflessness, he continuously tried to bring divide between them and
the Odisha comrades using factionalist methods. He displayed regional
chauvinism and bureaucracy towards comrades of various committees
who came to work in Odisha from other states according to the needs of
the movement and behaved in an undemocratic, sectarian and
discriminatory manner with them. Due to these methods comradely
relations, exchange of views and cooperation never took place properly
between Panda and other comrades. This created serious hurdles to
committee functioning and caused severe damage to the Odisha movement.

Panda was not at all for temporarily making the Basadhara movement
a part of the AOB movement. He could not digest it till the end. He united
with the Maoist party after leaving the right opportunist Liberation party
but he never changed to Maoist methods and policies in accordance with
the party documents and principles. As he looked at everything from a
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rightist point of view, a contradiction in views continued in practice between
him and other comrades on every occasion. And he would not even at
least work by adhering to the organizational principle of minority abiding
by the majority. With individualism he continued an ultra democratic attitude
of practicing whatever comes to his mind.

Due to lack of proletarian outlook, hard working nature and
preparedness for sacrifice, Panda’s work always continued on a superficial
level. He never went into severe class struggle. Due to his revisionist
methods inciting one against the other or creating contradictions which
did not exist and finally making it into a big issue,  utilizing divide and rule
policy for his own interests, behaving in a partial manner with those who
are favorable to him and differently with others who are not so, continued
as commonplace aspects in him. However the distinctiveness of Panda is
that he would ascribe all his diseases to others. Due to his narrow regional
chauvinism, he displayed hostility and hatred towards comrades who came
from other states and worked in Odisha (Telugu, Koya, Bengali comrades).
But he kept on bringing forth arguments that it was the others who were
looking down upon Odisha comrades and the local Kuvvi comrades.

Panda degenerated to the extent of he portraying that - the entire
Basadhara movement suffered loss due to the guidance of the AOB
movement; the entire Odisha movement was damaged due to the
impetuous actions of AOB, BJO and COB committees and even the two
encounter incidents on him happened due to the mistakes of Telugu leaders
BK, Manoj and other Telugu people. Sushant and Ravi who completely
joined hands with the enemy and turned coverts with the aim of causing
severe damage to the party leadership and the Odisha movement were
supported by Panda as they were favorable towards him. Though Panda
formally united with the erstwhile CPI (ML) (PW) and later with the CPI
(Maoist), he never gave importance to working by sincerely uniting with
the comrades. It is difficult to understand with whom he will unite, with
whom he will form alliance and on whom he would resort to attacks for
his selfish interests with neck deep factionalism, partiality and unending
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quarrels. This is because he parrots moral principles while taking care to
hide his scheming nature.

He displayed exceptional Chanakya Neeti to bring divide among the
top leadership (CCMs) by saying that - the present leadership is making
debasing and cheap comments on comrades Vijayda and Sumeetda as
they were erstwhile PU leaders; AOB comrades behaved in a sectarian
manner with comrade Sitru as he was a PU cadre and as a result he lost
his life in enemy attack and the same thing would happen with him too
now.

But what are the actual facts? As comrade Sitru could not fit himself in
party organizational methods in spite of all kinds of efforts from the party,
he was given warning, then suspended and finally demoted. As he could
not fit himself in any structure the party finally suggested to him to stay and
work in Janjavati area. The party also gave him a weapon for his self-
defence. His party membership was revived in the course of his rectifying
his mistakes. The AOB comrades had never behaved wrongly with him
with the reason that he was a PU cadre. Panda, an expert in stringing
garlands of lies, created another lie that comrade Sitru had built land
struggles in Bandhugaon area while the fact is that he never had any
connection with them. Comrade Sitru came to that area with the sole
purpose of taking shelter. With the information given by an informer the
police surrounded the village he was in and in that attack he was martyred
along with his life partner.  Later the party annihilated that informer. Panda
would never tell these facts because he is spreading such lies in a planned
manner to start another outfit using opportunist methods by gathering
some persons who had relations with the PU leadership in the past and
had degenerated after developing disgruntlement with the present
leadership.

Never had CC comrades spoken about each other in a debasing or
cheap manner due to differences that they were from PU, PW and MCCI.
Nobody who is close to the party would resort to such degenerated
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criticism. But Panda who turned a counter-revolutionary is targeting the
top leadership of the party and is spitting venom with endless lies by
stooping to such lower levels as part of a conspiratorial plan to damage
the confidence on that leadership in the party. In fact, Panda could not
digest the guidance given by the CC to the magazine Editorial Board
(EB) with the aim of running the magazine properly. His life partner Milli
Panda was an EB member. He did not allow her to attend EB meetings in
the name of secrecy and the CC criticized his work methods. Panda tried
to defend his mistake by saying that comrade Vijayda had guided him so
and that she should remain secret. It was not correct to keep her without
any direct contact with the movement, to keep her completely away from
class struggle and confine her to be just a housewife; EB meetings should
be conducted in the field and it would not affect secrecy – these were the
suggestions given by the CC and it criticized him for not implementing
them. Though he did namesake self-criticism for this, now he is spinning a
cock and bull story and trying to pass this off as contradictions between
the CCMs. And there is not an iota of truth in his saying that CC
commented that not a single policeman was killed in Lalgarh. Such spitting
of venom on the top leadership of the party would be possible only for
counter-revolutionaries.

Panda trying to spit venom on the CC leadership wherever and
whenever possible in his letters is no coincidence. He accused that non-
local cadres do not give prominence to opinions of local Odiya and Kuvvi
comrades and the criticisms of local cadres on non-local cadres are not
taken positively; a wrong review was written on the Basadhara movement
and sent to the CC; local cadres were not promoted with the reason that
the Basadhara movement was damaged and local cadres opinions were
not reflected in decisions. The principal responsibility for the review of
Odisha state movement not getting finalized lies with Panda but he accused
that this was not finalized as AOB leaders did not accept it. Though the
respective committees were elected in the Basadhara and SDS Divisional
Conferences, he slandered that - committees are being formed in the
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party through promotions without conducting elections, even those
promotions are given only to those favorable to them and fascist RSS like
feudal democracy is in vogue inside the party in the name of promotions.
While the Odisha Special Plenum was held according to preplan in January
2012 as several comrades were martyred in enemy offensive and state
movement coordination was affected, Panda resorted to degrading
propaganda that - the Plenum was held suddenly, two divisions did not
participate in it, three ACMs were not allowed to attend the plenum in the
name of their vacillation and leadership was behaving in a sectarian manner
with the local cadre. All these are nothing but a part of the counter-
revolutionary vicious propaganda of Panda on the party.

At present, Panda is working with the aim of isolating the sympathizers,
the various social sections of Adivasis, women, minorities etc from the
party. That is why, he is trying to gain by hurling each and every stone that
comes into his hands by heaping fabrications that - the party is going to
kill Niyamgiri Lodda Sikaka (the leader of Niyamgiri movement) and
Harihara Kadraka (New Democracy), the party had formulated a plan to
attack the Christians and that it would kill all prominent Adivasis. How
much ever Panda may try to twist facts he would not be able to make
people believe his lies for a long time.

Any person who observes the practice of the Maoist party regarding
Christian religious minorities would easily grasp how Panda had outclassed
Goebbels. Our party is leading the movement by uniting the religious
minority people (Christians, Muslims, Sikhs etc) and all oppressed classes
– proletariat, peasants, petty bourgeois and national bourgeois classes
against Hindu religious chauvinism. That is why it would not be an
exaggeration to say that there were no Hindu chauvinist attacks on religious
minorities in areas that are under our party leadership.

Why is he searching for lame excuses like ‘propaganda was not done
before killing’ after the annihilation while keeping mum when that decision
was taken in the SOC? In fact, there was no confusion in the party about
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killing Hindu chauvinist Laxmananand. The only one who got confused
was Panda. Panda did not feel a pinch when hundreds of Christians
became victims of the fascist Laxmanananda’s religious chauvinism.
However as there were positive results after killing Laxmanananda, he
posed as the saviour of Christians as he wanted the entire credit to himself.
Bravo Panda! Why are you now thinking that killing fascist Hindu chauvinist
Laxmanananda was a mistake? Why are you now saying that revolutionary
violence was mindless violence?

Panda has clearly written in his letters about the party stand regarding
social sections as mentioned in the ‘Strategy and Tactics of Indian
Revolution’ document. However he wrote that CCMs having a sectarian
theory are not implementing it and are supporting RSS while being against
Christians.

Some chauvinist pastors among the Christian religious minority are not
only under the aegis of the bourgeois and revisionist ruling classes but are
also diverting the revolutionary consciousness of the people and preserving
the bourgeois politics that tie them to the fake parliamentary path. Panda
is refusing to look at this fact. Similarly the class collaborationist Panda is
refusing to look at the class differences among the Christians. We must be
positive towards all those pastors having a democratic nature. If any
problems arise from them, our criticism on them should be positive. The
people who follow them should be able to understand our criticism and
accept it. Even while criticizing their wrong politics we should give support
to the struggles they wage as religious minorities. We should participate in
them actively, form appropriate forums, lead these and mobilize them into
class organizations. They should be rallied into class struggles. Their role
in RPCs should be developed. They should be recruited into party, people’s
militia and PLGA. Through correct and active political, class struggle and
organizational efforts their revolutionary consciousness should be
developed in a course thus making the people oppose the bourgeois,
revisionist opportunist leadership among the minority community.
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Our party should stand in full support of the Christians to defend
themselves when they are attacked by Hindu chauvinists as religious
minorities. We should oppose the discriminations shown towards them
by the religious chauvinists. We should try to rally with us as far as possible
even pastors, political leaders, government officials and others among
them on issues regarding preservation of minority rights. Even on such
occasions some among them would look at us with an antagonist attitude
and keep the minority people away from us. While exposing such selfish
plots we should try as far as possible to unite with the majority among
them. We should not mechanically consider the question of religious
minorities and the question of class as equal. We should understand the
relation and the difference between them dialectically. Only when we do
so we can deal with the religious minority issue appropriately.

As this correct outlook was lacking we failed in utilizing the favorable
conditions that arose after the annihilation of fascist Laxmananand. At
that time many minority people wished for the support of the Maoist
party. They were attracted towards the Maoist party. 80 of them were
recruited into the squads. But we could not develop their ideological,
political and organizational consciousness in a planned manner with a
proper Maoist outlook. We could not recruit the people on a wide scale
into mass organizations and party cells. We could not develop them into
professional revolutionaries and leadership forces. When assessing the
rights and wrongs Panda was not ready to learn from these mistakes. We
even released a circular with this appropriate stand. While this is the fact,
Panda absorbed a bourgeois opportunist outlook that tails behind the
people and with conservatism and a metaphysical outlook is saying that
the party is against Christianity itself. He did not utilize the wide contacts
we got among the minority people and confined them only for individual
works with narrow-mindedness (shelters etc) and wasted the opportunity
that we got to consolidate them.

While the people were distributing the lands after land struggles in
Devgiri area in Gajapati district of Odisha adjoining the Srikakulam district,
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some Christian pastors with the financial help of imperialists and
governments tried to immerse them in reformism to divert the people
from land struggles. Some pastors propagated this reforms program as a
great humanist endeavor. So it was necessary to politically expose this by
explaining how they are blunting the struggle consciousness of the people.
We should educate the Christian religious minority people not to resort to
anti-revolutionary activities to the extent they were under the influence of
religious chauvinism imposed by the pastors. Only thus we can unite all
revolutionary classes and social sections and achieve NDR. The
Srikakulam District Committee published a pamphlet for this purpose.
There was no mention in this about asking them to burn the Bible, not to
go to church or destroy the churches. But Panda is fabricating lies due to
his hostility towards the party and propagating these. The party getting
isolated from the Savara Adivasi people due to its anti-Christian attitude
is another lie fabricated by Panda. In fact, the support among the Savara
people of Srikakulam to the party never got reduced. The party had to
retreat from there only due to the severe enemy offensive in Andhra
Pradesh and losses. The party wanted to examine the influence of
Christianity in that area as part of conducting class analysis (social,
economic, political, cultural and geographical conditions) with the aim of
building RPCs. It did not intend to do this to examine if Christian religion
had turned into the main hurdle for establishment of people’s political
power.

Panda is analyzing the Adivasi society basing on views that are above
class. He is refusing to look at the fact that a section among the Adivasi
tribal chiefs have turned into landlords, contractors, traders, higher
government officials and political leaders in exploiting classes’ ruling parties.
Similarly, some leaders of the Adivasi organizations are under the aegis of
feudal, bourgeois and revisionist ruling class parties. Moreover some
among them are preserving the interests of the exploiting classes and are
dragging the people into parliamentary politics to divert them from the
revolutionary movement. Due to this, such persons among the Adivasis
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have a political contradiction with the vast masses. The traditional autocratic
authority of the tribal chiefs and primary level exploitation is continuing in
various forms. They are getting utilized not only ideologically but also as a
social base to the ruling classes, exploitation and oppression

Though the kind of polarization that had taken place in the plain areas
did not happen in the Adivasi areas class polarization had happened to
some extent as mentioned above. We wrote as follows in our party
document ‘Strategy and Tactics of Indian Revolution’: "Proper tactics
have to be adopted to ensure the eradication of the influence on the Adivasi
masses of this intermediary section which is divorced from labour, while
at the same time proper tactics have to be adopted so that a strong unity
within the toiling adivasi people could be achieved and also a strong unity
between toiling people of tribals and non-tribals can be developed and
maintained.

 "These regions have strategic importance for the Indian revolution
from the military viewpoint due to their favourable terrain that facilitates
the establishment of base areas. Hence the Party should organise Adivasis
with the slogans, "Right over the forest belongs to people and
Adivasis", "Political Autonomy to the Adivasi territories’ and
transform the territory as exploitation-free territory i.e. ‘red land’, ‘don’t
be divided, be united’, ‘unite the real friends against the real enemies’,
right over all the resources including water, forest etc.’ ‘right for protecting
their own culture and development’, and draw up a specific plan for work
among them to mobilise them against economic, political, social and cultural
oppression by imperialism, CBB and feudalism." (Page 71st in Word
format).

We all know that Adivasis are an integral part of our revolutionary
movement. However our party had never said that all the tribal chiefs are
an exploiting class. But Panda said there were no classes among the
Adivasis. In the name of tribal chiefs belonging to middle peasantry he
brought forth the argument that tribal chiefs should be brought into
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leadership in revolutionary organizations and party structures. Instead of
depending on the oppressed class people he considered tribal chiefs as
whole and sole. He is not at all able to digest progressive ideas that
revolutionize the Adivasi society by analyzing the good and bad in it,
developing the good and discarding the bad. Moreover he is attacking
the party by distorting the correct policy it is following and saying that it is
targeting the tribal chiefs.

Our party programme gave us a correct policy very clearly on the
Adivasi issue. Keeping in view its significance, along with the ‘Strategy
and Tactics of Indian Revolution’ document we had also formulated correct
tactics in the Political Resolution document. Keeping in view the convoluted
logic of Panda we are giving some more explanation here. Our party
should stand in full support of Adivasis to defend themselves from the
attacks of non-Adivasis and the exploitative state on them. We should
oppose the discrimination shown by non-Adivasis towards them.
Regarding preservation of Adivasi rights we should rally together the tribal
chiefs, political leaders, government officials and others among them to
the extent possible. Even on such occasions some among them are taking
an antagonistic attitude towards us and are trying to isolate us from the
people with selfish plots. We should expose these and at the same time
put efforts to unite with the majority of them to the extent possible. We
should not mechanically consider Adivasi question and class question on
equal terms. We should understand the integral relation and the differences
between them dialectically. Only thus we can understand the Adivasi issue
properly and deal with it appropriately.

Panda is deliberately refusing to see what we had written in S&T as a
synthesis of the experiences we gained in the course of building a strong
revolutionary movement in the various Adivasi areas of our country and
became arrogant thinking that his intellect is above party and cannot be
challenged. Our party is saying that we should advance class struggle and
PW by formulating appropriate struggle and organizational forms, by
making concrete class analysis through examining the concrete social,
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economic, political, cultural and geographical conditions in the respective
areas basing on principles that are generally applicable to the Adivasi
areas in our country. But as Panda does not have even an iota of earnestness
he abandoned social research in Odisha. The unmarxian class investigation
he did in Basadhara served only to tail behind the tribal chiefs. Our party
is fighting against the exploitative oppressive system of the imperialists,
CBB and the landlord ruling classes (semi-colonial, semi-feudal system)
for an alternative New Democratic system. While implementing its policies
it is most merciless with the enemy and most democratic towards the
people (revolutionary classes). The revolutionary mass organizations and
the RPCs are built, functioning and fighting for achieving the goal on the
basis of democracy. It is taking up work methods and policies that the
majority people accept and implement. Panda abandoned the concept
that democracy with class outlook is the genuine democracy and imbibed
bourgeois liberalism.

Instead of developing agricultural laborers and poor peasantry
leadership in class organizations, he is trying to sustain the authority of the
tribal chiefs on the Adivasi society by electing all tribal chiefs into leadership
committees in the name of people and autonomy to Adivasi areas, ignoring
class consciousness. He is posing autonomy as an alternative to the RPCs.
In his view, the autonomy mentioned in the bourgeois constitution is the
entirety. He is not ready to advance even one step further from it. So how
would he be able to digest new democracy? He is opposing the RPCs
being built at a primary level as part of building base areas and the RPC
policy paper consisting a new democratic programme. He is questioning
how Adivasi self-rule would be possible without policies for agriculture,
industries, health care and education and saying that the RPCs do not
have any particular policy for Adivasis areas, that it is not Adivasi autonomy
and would not at least even partially implement Adivasi traditions. Actually
Panda has not deeply studied the RPC policy paper formulated by the
CC and the policies formulated in the S&T and is not even prepared to
learn form the experiences of the advanced movements (DK, BJ). With
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wicked motives he is portraying the DK and BJ movements in wrong
manner. Our party had clearly written in the 17th point of the RPC policy
paper the following regarding the rights of the Adivasis: "This state will
ensure various forms of autonomy to all Adivasi communities for their full-
fledged development and execute special policies accordingly. It shall
guarantee comprehensive development of the Adivasi societies. It shall
provide absolute power on the forest to the people. It will bring to stop
the exploitation of the natural sources by the imperialists and comprador
big bourgeois. It will work for the development of the language and culture
of Adivasis." It was due to our party’s effort to categorically implement
this policy that it could establish a strong base in the Adivasi areas in our
country. Panda is trying to hide this fact in vain.

The following quote from comrade Lenin about the nature of
communists is hundred percent applicable to Panda: "... If I know that I
know little, I shall strive to learn more; but if a man says that he is a
Communist and that he need not know anything thoroughly, he will
never become anything like a Communist."

Vladimir Lenin's The Tasks of the Youth Leagues
Written: October 2, 1920 Source: Collected Works, Volume 31
 But Panda is not prepared to learn even an iota from the invaluable

revolutionary experiences of our country and other countries due to his
limitless arrogance. This is also one of the reasons for his fall.

As a member of Odisha SOC and leader Panda had never behaved
amicably with the committee members. He even created several hurdles
to the process of writing the State Political Review by reviewing the
movement and prevented its completion. Thus he put hurdles to all works,
did not leave breathing space for the committee members including the
secretary to operate and became a serious hurdle to the functioning of the
committee and the advance of the movement. Thus Panda became the
main reason for the SOC not developing into a State Committee. To
cover up his failure he put the blame on some persons (the Odisha in-
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charge CCMs in his view).
All the blabbering of Panda that cadres are subjected to oppression of

leaders in the Maoist party, that leadership never accepts criticism or
recognizes its shortcomings and that there would be no reviews is in fact
exactly cent percent applicable to Panda. The Basadhara review that he
appended to his letters would be enough to prove that this is a cock and
bull story and a fabrication. If we summarize the policy followed by Panda
from the beginning – in the fiefdom of Odisha he is a king, he is whole and
sole in that kingdom, it is his playground, nobody should question him
there and nobody should create hurdles to his selfish politics. Now as it is
no longer possible he needed a separate hearth and living.

When Malkangiri Collector Vineel Krishna was arrested by the AOB
comrades, the demands paper that contained the list of persons proposed
to be released were given in person to Panda and though he knew that
the names of Tapan Misra and Gananath Patro were in that list, he hurled
wrong accusations that the names of jailed Odiya comrades was not on
the list. The concerned comrades demanded that along with CCMs lodged
in Odisha jails, comrades in Koraput and Malkangiri jails should be
released according to the discussion in the party committee and the basis
decided. The reason for his resentment is his wife Milli Panda’s name not
figuring in the list. In fact, the majority among the hundreds released during
the arrests of Vineel Krishna and Jina Hikaka were Odisha activists and
common people. But Panda who shouts so loudly from the roof top about
Odisha compromised opportunistically with the government without even
a single person, not even the much-discussed Arati Majhi, other than his
wife Milli Panda getting released when they caught the Italy tourists. Those
who followed this episode would easily understand how much his love
for Odisha is. He is stooping to the level of conducting parleys with Pyare
Mohan who formed the Odisha Jan Morcha after splitting from BJD and
is getting bogged down in bourgeois politics.

To conclude, the trends of sectarianism, bureaucracy, ultra democracy,
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lack of discipline, careerism and craving for name and fame in Panda
caused severe damage to the consolidation of the Odisha SOC, party
and movement. On the other hand when Green Hunt multi-pronged political
and military offensive was being intensified, the betrayal of Panda negatively
impacted the entire movement. The root for all this is in his boundless
individualism that keeps an individual at the centre. Along with this, since
mid-2009 in the name of OGH a considerable change occurred in the
counter-revolutionary war carried on by the Indian ruling classes with the
full support of the imperialists, particularly the US imperialists. We should
look at the degeneration and betrayal in the backdrop of the countrywide
multi-pronged massive military offensive going on since then on the
movement. How can we not expel such a renegade from the party? Only
by defeating the wrong right opportunist line brought forth by Panda and
by expelling him from the party, it would be possible to revive the unity of
thought in the party around the correct line in Odisha state and to
consolidate the people one more time around class war.

Our party faced serious losses all over the country in the brutal multi-
pronged OGH offensive. Though class struggle is still weak in Odisha,
the offensive on it was severe. It suffered serious losses since end 2010.
This offensive is bound to intensify further. The main reason for the ruling
classes suppressing every organization and people that are proving a hurdle
to their loot of Jal-Jungle-Zameen and mineral wealth of India through
LPG policies is preservation of the interests of MNCs and comprador
corporations of our country. The intensity of the offensive on the
revolutionary party, its leadership and the oppressed toiling masses would
increase in proportion with the intensification of the financial crisis engulfing
the world economy. For any leader of the revolutionary party, it would be
like walking a razor’s edge to lead the revolutionary movement in this
backdrop.

Any true party leader would strive to utilize the excellent revolutionary
material conditions in the country and the world to politically prepare the
people, to develop the People’s War and turn the tide in favor of the
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revolution. It requires commitment towards revolutionary ideology,
tremendous grit, courageous decision-making, mobilizing the party,
people’s army and the people in a unified manner and sacrificing nature to
fulfill this task. It requires a steely will to transform oneself and the party
according to the needs and tasks of the revolution. Those who do not
display these qualities either fail to give leadership to the revolution or
lose their capacity to lead. Some among them run away like cowards
from the battlefield or join the enemy ranks. These opportunists and
renegades take the side of the ruling classes and resort to all kinds of
allegations to cover up this fact. There have been such renegades not only
in the party history in India but also in the revolutions of various countries
in the past. They were thrown into the dustbin by history and that would
be the fate of the renegade Panda too.

With Revolutionary Greetings,
Central Committee

Date: 10-07-2013 CPI (Maoist)


